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Tree dynamics in bogs

• A moss-dominated peat bog can become tree-dominated

• Peat decomposition and carbon release

Ecological functions

• Water supply & purification

• Carbon sink

• Biodiversity

BACKGROUND
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BOGS IN NOVA SCOTIA

• Nearly 1/3 of wetlands

• A main resource of peat deposits

• Peat bogs tend to be heavily treed

• A notable shrinking of some open 
bogs - Parks Canada 

• Lack of intensive studies
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OBJECTIVES --- TWO STUDIES

1. To investigate the spatio-
temporal changes of treed 
bogs over more than half a 
century. 

2. To determine whether and 
how trees established and 
expanded into peat bogs.
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2011) and drone 

imagery (2017)
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(2017)
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Land cover 
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Tree dynamics

Topography and 
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CHAPTER 1

Detection of tree 

dynamics in bogs 

using sequential 

aerial photography 

and UAV imagery
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OBJECT-BASED IMAGERY ANALYSIS  
TRIMBLE’S ECOGNITION 9.02 

• Delineate tree crown (and 
other land covers)

• Grouped imagery pixels into 
objects 

• Classified objects into 
different land cover classes

• Based on similar imagery 
features, like textual, shape, 
neighborhood and spectral 
information
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UAV Orthomosaic images generated by Pix4D mapper (2017)
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Key finding 1 Proportions of  tree crown changes over years

Mud Lake bog: 3.1 ha

North Cranberry 

Lake bog: 14.95 ha
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Key finding 2 Date of  establishment over 25% tree cover
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Key finding 3 Average tree encroachment rate (ha/year)
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Key finding 4 Factors contributing to tree encroachment

• Tree heights and terrain elevation had poor linear correlations
(r = 0.14 and r = 0.25)

• However, other correlation indicated in both of the bogs, trees 
rooted on higher elevations seem to be taller

• Disturbance on its drainage might be a driver of tree dynamics 
in bogs

• A man-made berm blocked the natural flow of North 
Cranberry Lake bog
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Spatial-temporal North Cranberry Lake bog dynamics over 89 years
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CHAPTER 2

Tree coordinates (x, y) 
and attributes in 30m 

*30m plots

• Tree heights

• Species

• Mortality

• Open and treed plots

Spatial point 
pattern analysis

• Univariate

• Bivariate

• Qualitatively 
marked 

Understanding tree encroachment processes from 

treed bog community structure and spatial pattern
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SPATIAL POINT PATTERN ANALYSIS  Programita

•Conducted statistical tests of the point locations 

•Compared the stats to the expected value under the null model

•Determined the spatial distribution of objects and their attributes
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Key finding 5  Spatial relationships of  trees in bogs

Small trees (<0.5 m)

• Clustered at small 
scales

• Availability of 
favorable micro sites

Tall trees (>2.0 m)

• Randomly distributed at 
most scales

• Intra- or interspecific 
competition 
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• Eastern larch, red maple, black spruce and white pine

• Each species clustered at small scales, and random or evenly 

dispersed at larger scales

• No attractions between species

• Differences in patterns between open and treed bogs varied 
by species and study site

Key finding 5 Spatial relationships of  trees in bogs
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Key finding 6 Differences between open and treed plots

Open plots

• More trees

• Short trees dominated

• Low mortality

Treed plots

• Fewer trees

• Tall trees dominated

• Higher mortality (>5%)
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Key finding 6 Differences between open and treed plots

• Treed plots had more and larger clumps of trees compared to 
open plots, especially at larger scales

Spatial mortality results:

• Dead trees in treed plots tended to be clustered 

• Mortality was not related to high density neighborhoods. 

• Mortality had few influence on overall tree spatial pattern. 
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CONCLUSIONS

• Trees have been encroaching in the two peat bogs 
over years but the encroachment rates are decreasing. 

• Many factors have contributed to successful seedling 
establishment and tree expansion. 

• It is challenging to generalize the results in this study 
into an universal conclusion for all peat bog ecosystems 
since results are site specific. 
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• To get a more reliable conclusion, more bog sites need 
to be studied. 

• The impact of temperature and moisture variations on 
bogs needs to be discussed in detail. 

• The consequence or impact of tree encroachment in 
bogs should be determined. 
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Thank you!
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